
Coming Home to Nature’s Embrace 

We here in Vermont, in the course of a few short weeks, have moved from an autumn landscape 
of painterly colors to winter scenes etched in black and white.  Although, in January, color might 
be seen in our otherwise bleak backyards, when Cardinals, Blue Jays and Evening Grosbeaks 
surprise us with a startling splash of red, blue and yellow.     

Here we sit, following the holiday bustle.  For some, there was enjoyment while for others, grief, 
loneliness or fear might have been kindled. There may have been too many tasks and 
expectations, or not enough of them.  There may have been struggles with money or 
relationships.  Thoughts and emotions can sometimes be so agitated that our attention may turn 
toward mental chatter, worry and judgment. 

One remedy for this ailment is to get outdoors, to be reminded of the beauty and wonder of the 
natural world.  But even when out walking, we may be surprised to see how, like a monkey that 
jumps from limb to limb, our minds jump from thought to thought, from worry to worry or from 
plan to plan. 

Henry David Thoreau described that condition in this way:  “I am alarmed when it happens that I 
have walked a mile into the woods bodily, without getting there in spirit.  …The thought of some 
work or other will run in my head, and I am not where my body is……….I am out of my 
senses.”  

When such monkey mind occurs, we may miss everything around us: the smell of fresh air, the 
sound of wind in the pines, the story told by animal tracks, or the presence of twigs and buds, 
poised and ready for the coming spring.  

A wandering mind isn’t all bad, of course.  We may gain good ideas from such rumination, but 
we may also get “the blues”… if dwelling on negative thoughts. 

When, instead, our search is for greater meaning or peace of mind, embracing the natural world 
with full attention can be quite grounding. It can feel like…well…like a homecoming.  

A few years ago, while camping in the Connecticut Lakes region, my husband and I were 
canoeing at sunrise.  Something, barely visible, stirred near our paddles.   

We paused… then realized that five or six baby otters were playfully swimming alongside our 
canoe!  The delightful creatures looked up at us in amusement, with what appeared to be tiny 
smiles.  Infatuated, we spent time observing them until they disappeared and we continued on.  

Looking eastward, toward shore, the rising sun had begun to burn through a curtain of fog, 
revealing the vertical lines of a stand of reeds. Their jade green color slowly intensified as the 
mist dissipated.  Then, from behind the reeds, elegant gray geese with black and white heads 
appeared, as though rendered in a Chinese painting.  We paddled on in silence until a slurping 
sound was heard.  Through the fading mist, a moose could be seen, pulling mouthfuls of aquatic 
plants from the river bottom.  He lifted his enormous head of antlers, stared directly at us, and 
then, showing little interest, went on with his meal.  



As if that wasn’t gratifying enough, we had been serenaded in the evenings by the haunting calls 
of loons. But, on the final day of our trip, an unusual, mid-day, cacophonous sound came from 
the water.   

There appeared to be a large floating raft of a few hundred loons. The sound was unlike anything 
we had ever heard. I ran to the manager’s office to ask what it was that we had experienced. She 
said: “Each fall, at about twelve weeks after birth, juvenile loons are left by their parents who 
have already migrated south.  A few weeks later, the juveniles gather into these large flocks on 
northern lakes and head south.  This remarkable event is, in a way, their graduation celebration.” 

All my fears and worries simply dissolved.  Before the trip, I had been so caught up in the media, 
worrying about disease, disasters and violence, that all perspective had been lost.  Now it seemed 
to me that, even if something terrible should happen, everything would, in the end, be all right, at 
least in the larger scheme of things…in the great circle of life. 

On another occasion, we were hiking Owl’s Head in the Adirondacks.  The woods were lyrical. 
Only the song of a narrow stream babbled… echoing its way beneath moss covered rocks.  As 
the trail moved away from the stream, the only sound was that of our footsteps.  Then, as though 
the temperature, sunlight and air pressure had found perfect equilibrium, golden leaves began to 
fall from a grove of birch trees.  We stood still, in awe, as the hush of gold simply let go and fell 
softly, like snowflakes.   

There are times we are jolted into an awareness of the natural world.   

When our son was much younger he and I were peacefully cruising the LaPlatte River in my 
kayak.  We suddenly heard loud thuds as the hull was aggressively jostled.  The water’s surface 
was broken by what appeared to be the arcing of large reptilian forms.  They were moving so 
radically that the water appeared to be boiling.  We caught brief glimpses of ancient looking 
scales. Afraid of being capsized, we turned back toward the launch site. Fishermen there 
explained that it was spawning season for hundreds of carp.  Evidently they were swimming into 
the river to frantically broadcast their eggs over submerged objects like rocks and logs. 

In the late 1980’s, over a two day period, groupings of monarch butterflies appeared by the 
thousands, carpeting some yards and roadways.   

It’s possible that monarchs always congregate before migration but are usually not visible when 
it happens. Or, perhaps something was out of kilter that year.  Not knowing for sure, this 
phenomenal display was concerning…but also strikingly beautiful.   

More recently, I walked near Lake Champlain on a wintry day.  A small open area of water had 
not yet frozen over.  Out of nowhere, two magnificent bald eagles circled above me, not more 
that fifteen feet overhead.  They were close enough to flaunt the color of their beaks and talons.  
Satisfied with their detour and reconnaissance, they then soared off to the open water in search of 
food.  That brief visit felt like a blessing. 

John Tracy, was in his late eighties when I moved to Shelburne as a twenty-three year old.  (John 
had grown up on a farm where all of the houses now stand, opposite the Shelburne Museum.  
The large white house at the traffic light had been his family home.) During the growing season 



John sat by his large garden dressed in a three piece suit with a pocket watch and a gray fedora, 
happily quoting Shakespeare.   

He loved to study the clouds and had something to say about each remarkable garden vegetable.  
John also praised the marvels of the human body, saying he occasionally walked over to the old 
elementary school to watch the children run on the playground.  He’d say, “Just think of all those 
little hearts beating.  They have no batteries or electric plugs to keep them going.”  Or, he’d 
marvel at the body’s ability to heal, pointing at a small scab on one of his fingers.  “Just think, 
the skin has mended itself in only a couple of days.”  John had been out of this area only once 
when, with his beloved team of mules, he delivered a load of hay in Wolcott, Vermont.  His life 
was simple, allowing him the time and space to notice life with wonder. 

My British grandmother once wrote a poem called “Give Me the Simple Things in Life”, 
extoling the gifts of nature.  She would say, “Marilyn, come quickly. Look at this sunset.  People 
pay to see movies.  We pay nothing to see such beauty as this. And there’s something new to 
enjoy every moment of every day.”  

  

 Digging more deeply into an appreciation of nature, we discover worlds within worlds.  
Whether one is a crab or a human, new body parts may develop or compensate for old parts that 
have been lost.  Ants place tiny aphids on the stems of goldenrod, and milk them for sustenance 
as we humans milk dairy cows.  Bees direct members of their colonies to sources of nectar, 
pollen, water or nesting sites with a diagrammatic “waggle” dance.  The giant redwoods have 
entire ecosystems in their treetops.  Three billion birds fly over our heads every year.  The 
magnificent Luna moth, with a wing span of four and a half inches, has a life span of only one 
week in this region.  Fireflies find mates by the timed response of each other’s blinking 
light…We humans take in fresh water but excrete salty water, just as the earth itself is comprised 
of both fresh and salt water systems.    

Nature teaches us useful lessons, such as interdependence. As we exhale carbon dioxide in 
support of plant life, those very plants give us the oxygen we need to survive.  Isn’t it amazing 
that, of all the gases, we depend upon oxygen?  Somehow oxygen separates itself from the other 
invisible gases and makes itself useful to us? And what else, other than oxygen, that is so real to 
us, is invisible, like radio waves, for instance?   

What is all of this teaching us about our symbiotic relationship with all of life, including other 
humans? Or, teaching us to believe in the reality of things we cannot see?   

Another lesson of nature is one of duality…hot and cold, ebb and flow, sweet and 
sour…reminding us of balance, of moderation and equanimity.  And along those lines, there may 
be comfort in remembering Ralph Waldo Emerson’s observation: ‘While one person cries 
another laughs, and later, the person who once cried, now laughs.” 

We learn through nature that there is underlying order in chaos….There is something worthy of 
our trust and faith.  Decay becomes new growth.  And we don’t see the dead carcasses of birds 
and other wild animals on the land.  Walt Whitman described this extraordinary composting 
process that takes place daily:  “Is not every continent worked over with sour dead?  What 



chemistry!  That when I recline on the grass I do not catch any disease, though probably every 
spear of grass rises out of what was once a catching disease.” 

What about the power of life itself?  When ground is paved, a crack will eventually appear and a 
tiny plant will push through.  If left long enough, plants will overtake the pavement, perhaps 
beginning as weeds but one day becoming mighty oaks. 

Think, too, of the Fibbonacci sequence.  It’s a numerical series where a number is found by 
totaling the two numbers before it.  These mathematical sequences form spiral growth patterns 
that appear in nautilus shells, animal horns, pine cones, pineapples, sunflowers, hurricanes and 
even in galaxies.  Sunflower seeds, as one example, are arranged in a logarithmic spiral, keeping 
the seeds uniformly distributed, regardless of how large the seed head may be. 

Today, with the beginning of a new year, there’s a fresh start for each of us.  The days, slightly 
longer and brighter, are bending toward spring, brimming with hope. 

My personal hope is that we humans might devote as much time to communing with the natural 
world as we do with media, technology and various other addictions. 

I’m reminded of a homily given here at All Soul’s Interfaith Gathering by a First Nation chief.  
He gestured toward the exquisite mountains and lake normally visible from this sanctuary.  He 
said, “These beautiful mountains and the lake don’t need us but we need them.  They will go on 
without us.” 

True, but for our pleasure and our survival, we are called upon to protect all of the gifts we have 
been given…whether air and water, the changing seasons, flowering plants, beauty or our 
miraculous human bodies.  

Not always, but nearly every night, as I turn onto my side before settling into sleep, I say thank 
you, thank you, thank you… and name some of the gifts of that day.  And it’s almost always an 
after-thought, a surprise, to do so.  Which is really quite odd.  I smile at myself for almost 
forgetting and yet remembering. Oh, silly me.   

My gratitude may be for warmth, food, health, family, friends and… bits of good news.  Surely, 
though, some beauty of the natural world comes to mind.  I am not one who cries easily but, in 
those moments, my eyes inexplicably moisten.  I feel cradled, in a funny way.  

To whom or what am I communicating my gratitude?  God, a higher power, Mother Earth, 
nature or divine creation in its entirety?  I can’t say for sure.  It feels mysterious… and infinite.  
It feels pure…and beautiful, like spring water.   

What I do know is that I didn’t make myself, or the gifts that I receive each day.  So, thanks must 
be given.  And each time I remember to say, thank you… I feel embraced and welcomed home… 
again.   
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